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Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles is a novel of controversy. At the heart of this 

controversy is Hardy’s insistence that Tess is ‚A Pure Woman,‛ as is proclaimed in a 

subtitle on the title page. Forced upon him by his unsympathetic publishers, Hardy’s 

numerous editions, revisions, reworkings, and rewritings between serialization and 

its final novel form, put Tess (the novel and the character) through many changes, 

and each version slightly alters the reading of purity that is supposed to signify the 

essence of the young woman.1 The fifth edition, published in 1912, contains a Preface 

in which Hardy strikes back against his publishers and critics, who are 

‚manipulators of Tess,‛ and who ‚pervert plain meanings‛ (Hardy ix-x). 

Apparently, Hardy felt that his precious Tess (and of course he, by extension) had 

been persecuted many times—first, in textual mutilations, and second, in the 

tendency to be unfairly judged for so-called ‚naughty‛ bits, namely Tess’s rape and 

the illegitimate baptism of her dying baby (Bernstein 165). The author took pains to 

remove the narrative disruptions of misguided morality and domestication forced 

upon him by his early censors,2 and his final edition basks in a creative ambiguity 

that wraps Tess’s purity in a haze of multiple interpretations. Hardy intimately 

entwines the ambiguity of the text with the purity of Tess’s body, which is why 

Hardy’s scenes of sexual and criminal confessions—passages that omit the very 

material they suggest—are fertile breeding ground on which to continue this 

controversy. 

What is striking in this novel is that the purity of a woman’s body depends 

entirely on the way her text is expressed or omitted. In two climactic passages, the 

rape of Tess by Alec (a scene many still prefer to call ‚a seduction‛3), and Tess’s 

wedding-night confession of her sexual past to Angel, Hardy chooses to omit any 

specificities. Instead, he obscures Tess’s rape in discussion of her family and kin, 
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community and future, and the foggy night that whites out any evidence of this 

sexual sin. Tess’s readers infer from her tears and perilous situation that the man on 

whom she has been forced to rely for safety has violated her body. 

Similarly, when Tess and Angel admit their pre-marital sexuality to each 

other, Hardy excludes Tess’s dialogue from his publication, leaving instead only the 

blank space between chapter breaks to narrate her confession. Readers again must 

fill in the blanks based on context and Hardy’s narrative form to determine what 

was said, since, as Susan Bernstein writes, ‚the rape and its replay, Tess’s confession, 

are construed through metaphors of inscription, but in fact both are foreclosed as 

narratives from the narrative itself‛ (168). Readers yearn for Angel to be merciful 

during this chapter break because, after all, Tess is confessing a crime that is neither 

her crime nor hers to confess. We hold our breath in hope, as we turn the page, that 

the absence of dialogue will also perform as an absence of guilt. Hardy, in essence, 

protects his heroine from having to testify against herself. But in doing so, he also 

deprives her of any voice with which to defend herself. Bernstein argues of Hardy’s 

denial of speech, ‚if Tess is not an agent of her confession in the book version, this 

disempowerment also coincides with her powerlessness in the transgression that the 

confession seeks to remember‛ (174-5). The rape is out of her control, and so the 

confession must also be. Thus, her vulnerability as a woman and, ultimately, as a 

readable vessel of changeable purity gives authority to Angel to leave because of her 

(un)confessed sexual transgressions against him. 

Hardy’s text, then, even in its absence of textual confession, presents the 

consequences of confession. The consequences of pain and suffering heaped upon 

Tess are consequences of the confession rather than the sin; and Hardy elides both, 

but the confession has a witness. It is arguable that Hardy tried to retain authority 

over Tess’s story, as sensitive and protective as he was of his text, and he went so far 

as to deny authority even from her. Recent criticism, though, emphasizes that any 

womanly text—and assuredly, the one that bears Tess’s namesake is womanly—is 

prone to misreadings through its inevitable transformation of commodification. The 

more Hardy omits, the more likely Tess’s story, now in the minds and imaginations 

of consumers and out of Hardy’s control, is to be manipulated and violated. If Hardy 

silences her in order to protect her words from being misread or twisted, he also 

leaves the rape and confession scenes wide open to readerly creation and 

appropriation, because we must fill in the gaps of the narrative. The very space in 

between chapters insists on being filled. 
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The act of reading necessarily puts the text in a vulnerable, feminine position. 

Pamela K. Gilbert, who writes on the nineteenth-century novel in relation to gender 

and the body, asserts on this point that ‚the text is a substance that enters the reader 

and has an effect on him or her. The text is not an inert thing to be merely 

manipulated, it is active—even opportunistic‛ (18). In her reading, if readers are not 

already female, then they are at least feminized—as the womanly body is prone to 

change and move with the text, always ready to be emotionally engaged and to 

relate to the expressions and curves of the novel. In other words, reading is not the 

male gaze so often discussed in film criticism. It is a two-way interaction between 

the reader and the book, the body reading and the body of words being held and 

internalized through the necessary act of interpretation. In Hardy’s late Victorian 

era, women’s bodies were ‚more permeable, more mutable, more textual than those 

of men,‛ especially because they ‚depended more on context for their meaning, and 

were vulnerable to rereadings—or rewritings—through experience which could 

change them essentially‛ (Gilbert 68). Gilbert’s assertions here relate both to women 

readers and the texts in their hands, which men of their day feared would demoralize 

them and alter their minds—and bodies, for that matter—into something they were 

not before. 

A correlation should be made here between the act of reading and the act of 

being read. Taking Gilbert’s idea that reading behaves as ‚an infection which not 

only inscribes the signs of its presence on the body but transforms it,‛ one 

acknowledges that Tess and her readers are ‚both vulnerable to revision‛ (68). Tess 

even risks revising herself as her compulsion to confess puts her in various dangers 

of appropriating culpability for her previous sexual encounters. Readers necessarily 

put words in her mouth as they turn pages to the next moment when ‚Her narrative 

ended; even its re-assertions and secondary explanations were done‛ (Hardy 291). 

Tess realizes afterward, ‚nothing had changed since the moments when he had been 

kissing her; or rather, nothing in the substance of things. But the essence of things 

had changed‛ (Hardy 291). Hardy’s ironic contrast between substance and essence is 

notable here since he leaves out the substance of Tess’s confession but supplies the 

essence of it for his audience. Tess discovers that her explanation changes Angel’s 

opinion of her body from consumable (in consummation) to that of ‚*a+nother 

woman in *her+ shape‛ (Hardy 293). The story of Tess from this point on reads as the 

efforts of a young woman trying to regain her identity of body as something that she 

recognizes as the world tries more fervently to deny it from her. The misguided 

confession rips apart Tess’s marriage to Angel, initiates poverty-stricken ordeals and 

humiliating proposals from Alec, and—ultimately—leads to a passionate murder 
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borne from the life-long frustration and the persistent rewriting of Tess’s purity. The 

point of view that Hardy employs, a sympathetic outsider’s voice that moves fluidly 

between omniscience and Tess’s internal mind, places the reader in the unique 

position of reading Tess the novel, reading Tess the character, and reading the world 

as Tess does. Hardy’s point of view paired with his insistent narrative ambiguity 

presents the text as a vulnerable body destined to be revised and adapted with each 

new reading. 

Roman Polanski’s Tess (1981), a film adaptation of Hardy’s novel, adopts the 

same trials of its predecessor, only it brings entirely new dimensions of revision and 

rewritings into play. Because of the modern audience’s sensibility for what is usually 

seen on-screen, ‚Polanski’s rendering < dispenses with exhortations meant to acquit 

the plot and resists the heady emotional range of the book, meant to temper tragedy 

and make it palatable even to those it would accuse‛ (Morrison 118). Polanski is 

assiduous in his presentation of a bleak world powerless against fate. Tess’s 

character (played by the simultaneously brooding and wispy Nastassja Kinski), 

brings a darker tone to the tale in exchange for Hardy’s sympathy and passion. 

James Morrison elaborates on the film’s tone, ‚Polanski converts Hardy’s florid 

testament of mourning into an ardent but subdued expression of melancholy‛ (117). 

Though the film and novel follow similar linear narratives, the film takes quite a few 

liberties with point of view and interpretation of characters’ intentions. The novel’s 

Tess is victimized repeatedly, and it reads as a journey for her ‚*t+o redeem her 

purity against her defilement,‛ but Polanski circumvents these narrative 

subjugations and makes his ‚Tess far less pure from the start, far more effortlessly 

earthy in her plainspoken sweetness, while his aristocrats, though as oblivious as 

ever, are less overtly rapacious‛ (Morrison 118-19). While some argue that Polanski’s 

adaptation is unfaithful to the work that inspired it, it is more beneficial to analyze 

the adaptation not in terms of fidelity or infidelity, but in terms of the process of 

rewriting and ‚extended intertextual engagement with the adapted text‛ (Hutcheon 

6). 

For my purposes, intertextuality between a novel and its film adaptation may 

be defined as an ongoing conversation between the two texts that expands the 

boundaries of possible interpretation and enriches the meanings embedded in each 

text individually. Here I borrow my methodology of analysis from Mark Axelrod’s 

discussion of ‚stylistic essence‛ and of film adaptations that evoke the ‚spirit‛ rather 

than the ‚narrative‛ of their target text (22). Specifically concerning Tess’s confession 

and the murder at the climax of the novel, Polanski makes crucial decisions in his 
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text that, while arguably are not presented in the spirit of the target scene, most 

definitely are presented in the spirit of the target text as a whole. Polanski, while 

often making the creative choice to add dialogue or re-envision a scene in an original 

way is faithful to the vision of purity at the end of the film that Hardy saw in Tess. 

Polanski rarely stays ‚quiet‛ the way Hardy does during critical narrative 

moments. Hardy’s explicit decision to omit details of the rape and the later 

confession of it forces his readers to create their own version of Tess’s vague purity 

and the probable crime waged against her. Polanski’s adaptation functions as a 

reader’s version in that it has to take a visual and aural stand on what happens 

during the haze out in the forest and on what Tess says between the blank pages of 

the confession. If only for technical and production purposes, though these surely 

were not the only motivations for adjustment, Polanski needed to rework Hardy’s 

elisions, filling them in with scripted words, in order to create a product that worked 

as a rational, whole-bodied commodity. He used a domineering camera angle that 

fixated on the female’s (Kinski’s) body. One critic explains that film ‚teaches us how 

to see and understand from the point of view of the dominant, male-oriented 

ideology‛ (Kolker 132). In contrast to the danger of revision that occurs to female 

characters when being read by a female or feminized reader, in film, ‚Woman has 

been figured as the center of the male ‘look,’ its object and fetish, the cause and 

recipient of desire, pity, and cruelty‛ (Kolker 132). Another agrees, calling Polanski’s 

Tess a ‚textbook case of fetishism—the ‘lack’ by which *Tess+ is construed [is] 

overcome by fixing her under a camera’s objectifying gaze‛ (Morrison 122). The 

long, extended shots of the heroine evoking these powerful emotions require 

expressive narration. 

One of Polanski’s screenwriters, John Brownjohn, mentions in an interview 

that Polanski hired him specifically to write dialogue that could have been Hardy’s 

that Hardy had left out of the novel. Brownjohn immediately recalls the confession 

scene as he describes his employment: 

There are many instances where, in crucial moments, Hardy doesn’t supply 

any dialogue. And one particular instance, I think, is when, Angel having 

confessed his peccadilloes, Tess is encouraged to confess her own. And Hardy 

more or less said, ‚And then she told him her story<‛ Well, obviously, that 

had to be expanded. (qtd. in Bouzereau n.p.) 

Expand the scene he did, and the result is a perspective much different, even in 

layout and point of view, from what we see in the novel. Hardy sets an ominous 
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scene in which his characters, at this private moment of confession, join hands and 

bend their heads close together: 

The ashes under the grate were lit by the fire vertically, like a torrid waste. 

Imagination might have beheld a Last Day luridness in this red-coaled glow, 

which fell on his face and hand, and on hers, peering into the loose hair about 

her brow, and firing the delicate skin underneath. A large shadow of her 

shape rose upon the wall and ceiling. She bent forward, at which each 

diamond on her neck gave a sinister wink like a toad’s. (287) 

Without hesitation, Tess, ‚pressing her forehead against *Angel’s+ temple she 

entered on her story of her acquaintance with Alec d’Urberville and its results, the 

words without flinching and with her eyelids drooping down‛ (287). At that, the 

passage concludes with blank space that leads us to the next ‚Phase‛ of Tess’s story, 

when ‚Her narrative ended‛ and ‚the essence of things had changed‛ (Hardy 291). 

The reader receives only one part of a sentence describing the details of the 

confession—the ‚acquaintance‛ and ‚its results‛—but there is no indication of what 

words she uses to describe the results, except that ‚there had been no exculpatory 

phrase of any kind, and she had not wept‛ (Hardy 291). Understanding that Tess 

makes no effort to affirm her innocence in this scene is all-important—arguably even 

more important that the actual words Hardy omits; Tess does not see herself as 

innocent at all and, therefore, feels that her confession is one that requires penance 

and absolution before she can continue on in matrimonial life with Angel. 

The adapted scene forfeits this detail of guilt and instead provides Tess with a 

voice to speak out against her sexual encounters with another man. Tess’s set 

directors capture an eerie fire and shadowy room for the dramatic scene, similar in 

tone to Hardy’s setting. However, as Morrison argues, Polanksi ‚amplifies and 

sharpens elisions that are smoothed over with bold essayistic forays in Hardy’s more 

discursive narration‛ (122). Instead of Tess and Angel sitting face-to-face, hands 

held, and foreheads together, Tess sits in front and to the left of him, offset from 

center in the camera angle, with Angel looking at her profile from behind, slightly 

out of focus. She sits in a chair, looking forward and down, and unfolds her 

confession with a blank, expressionless countenance: 

His name is d’Urberville. Like mine. Alexander d’Urberville. His family 

bought the title. Their real name is Stoke. It was fate that drove me to work for 

false relations as a way of helping my own folks to live. 

Alec<Alexander<took advantage of me, relying on his strength and my fear. 

I became his mistress in despair. Without love. Like yours, my sad union 
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ended after a few weeks. I bore a child which died very young. My life was in 

ruins till the day I met you. (Polanski n.p.) 

Here, Tess’s words, though they cannot begin to describe the pain and torment the 

viewer has witnessed thus far in the film, provide a brief, reliable account of her 

experiences. She admits ‚in despair‛ about her forced sexuality that Alec ‚took 

advantage‛ of her. Unlike in Hardy’s summary, Tess in Polanski’s revisions avoids 

the blame of her circumstances. She never tries to deny participation in the events, 

but she pin-points a reason for her downfall: Alec’s coercion and force rather than 

her lack of willpower. 

Polanski does not present a static scene, though Tess remains seemingly 

emotionless. While she speaks, the camera focuses on Tess’s torso and face at a 

medium range. As she says the words, ‚he took advantage of me,‛ with a slight 

waver in her voice, there is a subtle zoom-in to get much closer to her face. After this 

sentence, the camera slowly reverses its direction back out to its initial distance, 

which signifies that the most important part of her confession is her claim of naïveté 

or innocence.  When Tess stops talking, the camera focus changes to Angel, and now 

Tess sitting in front of him is slightly blurry as we finally gauge Angel’s reaction.  He 

stands up, walks over to stir the fire, and his only words are, ‚I’m going out‛ 

(Polanski n.p.). We return to the exact camera angle from which Tess told her story, 

and we are privileged with a voyeuristic view of both characters here, as Tess—

looking simultaneously mesmerized by the fire and horrified at what just 

happened—stares forward, unmoving, and Angel walks all the way across two 

rooms and out the door without looking back at her. 

Tess’s confession and her earlier sexual encounter with Alec are much more 

explicit in Polanski’s film than in Hardy’s novel. The tragic effect of losing her new 

groom after confessing the truth alters her sensibility, and Tess changes into a 

character who lives out the transgressions against her with a brave body, though her 

mind increasingly is skeptical. As the seasons change in the film, so does Tess’s 

bodily identity and her ability to overcome the elements. Gilbert explains, ‚the way 

we read the world is not only conditioned by our bodies, the way we read our 

bodies themselves is conditioned by the discursive environment in which our bodies 

become known to us‛ (47). Tess on film becomes a mere shadow of what she was 

introduced to us as. She is most often seen on the borders of the screen, or in the 

corners, and this subjectivity creates an interesting paradox between the insistent 

fetishism of the shots and the intentional liminalization of a heroine who does not fit 

in comfortably in any scene. The inevitable interpretation, as the narrative 
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progresses, is that Tess must change her nature and rewrite her own narrative for 

herself—even to the point of changing her body, her appearance, her name, and her 

identity—in order to survive a world pit against her. Hardy and Polanski employ 

similar techniques of continuously revising their heroines and creating characters 

whom the audience must rewrite through interpretation. 

In one of the final climaxes of the novel, Hardy composes a passage of intense 

emotion when, after much time and hardship for both characters, Angel returns to 

claim Tess at a rented villa by the sea. Though she still loves him, she has married 

Alec out of gratefulness for what he had done for her mother and the other children. 

Tess tells Angel that it is ‚Too late, too late!‛ because she has claimed the name of 

another man who lied to her, saying her first husband would never return (Hardy 

483-84). Angel, noticing above all else the changes in her appearance, realizes ‚that 

his original Tess had spiritually ceased to recognize the body before him as hers—

allowing it to drift, like a corpse upon the current, in a direction dissociated from its 

living will‛ (Hardy 484). Here, Angel’s logic is a rude awakening of the disparity 

between Tess’s body and spirit that had been latent in happier times. She has 

rewritten the fate of her own body in order to survive the loss and constant dejection 

of her spirit. 

Tess annunciates the emotion Hardy has been suppressing from her dialogue 

throughout the entire novel, though the reader only receives the words in starts and 

stops because the dialogue is written from the perspective of an eavesdropping 

landlady. After Angel leaves, Tess mourns deeply for the loss of her (first) husband a 

second time: 

And then my dear, dear husband came home to me<and I did not know 

it!...and you had used your cruel persuasion upon me<you did not stop 

using it—no—you did not stop! *<+ and you said my husband would never 

come back—never; and you taunted me, and said what a simpleton I was to 

expect him!...And at last I believed you and gave way! *<+ I have lost him 

now for ever<and he will not love me the littlest bit ever any more—only 

hate me! (486-7) 

At this point, the landlady sees through the keyhole of the door blood coming from 

Tess’s clenched lips and tears streaming down her cheeks. Tess cries, ‚my sin will 

kill him and not me!‛ in reference to Angel’s pallor and weakness; then, ‚There were 

more and sharper words from the man; then a sudden rustle; she had sprung to her 

feet‛ (Hardy 487). Hardy finally omits language from the opposite sex while Tess 

voices her anguish. The landlady hears Tess dress and leave the house, later notices 
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blood coming through the carpet from upstairs, and then discovers Alec stabbed in 

the throat with a carving knife. Tess has murdered her husband. 

Polanski’s adaptions of this scene are crucial to the viewer’s interpretation of 

Tess’s purity. We see several shots of the landlady peeping, though the majority of 

the scene has a privileged point of view from inside the room. In the novel and film, 

the landlady sees Tess hunched over in tears. Alec, freshly bathed and in his 

morning robe, says good morning and asks why she is crying, and whether it is from 

illness or a bad dream. He makes a reference to Brazil (where Angel had fled when 

he left Tess after her confession), which causes her to glare at him (with a camera 

close-up on her anger), jump up from the table, and almost walk out the door. She 

hesitates, though, and returns to him. The camera captures this from Alec’s point of 

view, from just over his shoulder. Alec tells Tess, ‚These morning hysterics of yours 

are in poor taste,‛ and she simply stares at him with the tears shining on her face. 

She watches him go through his smug morning routine of cutting ham and buttering 

toast. With a series of abrupt switches, the next cut shows the outside of the house 

paired with the unexpected entry of ominous brass and strings in the music 

underscore, then a shot of Angel waiting at the train station, a glance at the arriving 

train, and finally a view of Tess, now fully dressed, hurrying down the stairs and out 

of the house. After a few moments, the landlady sees a dark liquid coming through 

the ceiling from upstairs, and realizes with horror that it is blood. 

Though Hardy does not narrate the murder in full, he leads us up to it, 

provides a skirmish of sounds that signify a struggle, and then admits to the readers 

that Tess has stabbed Alec in the throat. Polanski’s glaring omission of not only a 

view of the struggle, but all dialogue on her part, shows us that Polanski is not 

insensitive to Hardy’s original conception of the heroine. Just as Hardy tried to 

protect her by not describing the rape, and later from having to confess someone 

else’s sexual sin, Polanski captures the essence of his source text by distracting 

viewers from the violence of this sequence that is shocking both in the blatant 

criminality of its pure heroine and in its graphic display of the consequences of 

bodily suppression and sexual transgression. This artistic choice is both visionary 

and revisionary, for Polanski understands the importance of Hardy’s character’s 

purity and strives to protect her honor through his (re)reading of Tess’s body and 

spirit during her moment of tragic energy. Polanski reclaims for his audience the 

innocence Tess has lost, not by abandoning the murder scene on the editing room 

floor, but instead by keeping it while omitting the specificity of her rage. The viewer 

sees Tess as a more mature, experienced woman who understands that a tantrum is 
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extraneous to her ultimate goal, to make her way back to Angel. Only by heeding the 

intertextual conversation between the source text and its adaptation can Tess’s 

audience of readers and viewers alike regain satisfaction in Hardy’s controversial 

subtitle; the partnership between the two mediums allows us to say once more that 

Tess, murderess of her husband, is ‚A Pure Woman.‛ 

 

ENDNOTES: 

1. See J. T. Laird’s extensive bibliographic history, The Shaping of Tess (1975), for more details on the 

forced and voluntary revisions that occurred between publications. Susan David Bernstein’s book 

chapter, ‚Confessing and Editing: The Politics of Purity in Hardy’s Tess‛ in Virginal Sexuality and 

Textuality in Victorian Literature (1993) edited by Lloyd Davis, also provides insightful close readings 

on the revisions in specific confession passages in Tess. 

2. In the serialized version of Tess of the d’Urbervilles, published in The Graphic Illustrated Newspaper in 

1891, editors forced Hardy to include an impromptu secret wedding between Tess and Alec (which 

turned out to be a sham service hosted by one of Alec’s friends) before their sexual encounter in the 

forest (Bernstein 173).  This causes Tess’s later confession (which actually is scripted unlike the novel’s 

silent confession) to be a confession of bigamy rather than rape or pre-marital relations, and this 

revision provided the text with a more sympathetic look at Angel’s abandonment of Tess on their 

wedding night. 

3. One critic explains the ambiguity in the criticism as a logical result of such an unclear passage: ‚In 

the murk in which Hardy encompasses the episode, only one thing seems clear:  the opposed critical 

views are the result of a thoroughgoing ambiguity in the presentation of this crucial event in Tess’s 

life‛ (Daleski 158). 
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